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In September 2003, the Manhattan Institute’s Center for Legal  
Policy released Trial Lawyers, Inc.: A Report on the Lawsuit Indus-

try in America. Structured as an annual report, Trial Lawyers, Inc. was 
our attempt to shed light on the size, scope, and inner workings of the 
litigation industry.

The report found that the plaintiffs’ bar had developed an in-
creasingly sophisticated business model and was taking for itself an 
increasingly large share of national income. Beginning with asbestos 
litigation and exploding after the multistate tobacco litigation, trial 
lawyers’ fees were skyrocketing, with leading plaintiffs’ attorneys 
raking in as much as a billion dollars, at exorbitant rates as high as 
$30,000 per hour. Viewed in the aggregate as a single business, Trial 
Lawyers, Inc. was among the most profitable businesses in the world, 
and its lobbying influence was unparalleled. Given the trial bar’s 
unique access to the government’s monopoly on the use of force—
unlike normal businesses, Trial Lawyers, Inc. reaps its profits from 
unwilling customers—the litigation industry’s growth and sophisti-
cation seemed deeply troubling.

A year and a half later, we find our concerns validated by sub-
sequent events. The “tort tax,” or share of the American economy 
consumed by tort litigation, has continued to grow faster than the 
overall economy. Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s revenues have risen to a stagger-
ing $46 billion.1 Over the past three years for which data are available, 
the litigation industry’s revenues grew by 11.1 percent annually, as 
compared with 3.9 percent growth in gross domestic product, 2.2 

percent growth in inflation, and a 5.6 percent annual decline in the 
stock market.2

But American tort law is not uniform throughout the 50 states, 
so that any efforts to reform the civil justice system must come at the 
state as well as the national level. Since releasing the original Trial 
Lawyers, Inc., the Manhattan Institute has hosted events in a number 
of states. Some of these had strong tort-reform records, such as Colo-
rado; others, like Georgia and Oklahoma, were considering compre-
hensive reforms.

We came to discover that there was a strong appetite not only 
for the national profile we painted in Trial Lawyers, Inc. but also for 
more comprehensive analyses of the situation in specific states. Trial 
Lawyers, Inc.: California is our first look at how the litigation industry 
operates on the state level. California is a logical starting place for such 
an endeavor: with a gross state product of over $1.4 trillion, California 
would easily be a member of the G-7 industrialized nations as a stand-
alone economy, and the state has far more lawyers than any industrial-
ized nation other than the U.S. as a whole (see graph on page 3).3

In the late 1980s, a combination of legal rulings, legislative enact-
ments, and a sharp drop in auto accidents led to a decline in tort 
filings in California, but in each of the last four recorded years, non-
motor-vehicle tort filings have risen.4 Jury awards have been growing 
dramatically in the state: from 1996 to 2001, the average jury award in 
large California counties increased 144 percent, to a staggering $1.5 
million.5 Trial Lawyers, Inc. now has a firm and tightening grip on the 
state and its resources. The plaintiffs’ bar in California has tremen-
dous influence over the state legislature and has been able to manipu-
late Sacramento politics to facilitate its “bounty hunter” tactics. The 
state’s courts have abetted these efforts, allowing California attorneys 
to collect fees even in losing cases. Little wonder that surveyed execu-
tives have ranked California among the seven worst states for litiga-
tion in each of the last four years.6

Trial Lawyers, Inc. has carved out profitable niches for itself in 
California:

•Suits over alleged construction defects have kept housing starts  
 below the level needed to sustain the state’s growing popula- 
 tion—including the near-extinction of the California condo;

•Employment lawsuits make the state one of the riskiest places  
 for companies to hire new workers; and

•Securities class action lawsuits aggressively target the state’s core  
 high-technology businesses.

Each of these profit centers for Trial Lawyers, Inc. drives business-
es and jobs from the state. This report will examine these and other 
business lines in more detail.

Although the prospects for change in the entrenched California 
legislature seem slim, a number of positive developments give the 
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state’s residents some hope. First, Governor Schwarzenegger has been 
a strong proponent of legal reform. Among his initial legislative tri-
umphs was a badly needed overhaul of the state workers’ compensa-
tion program. 

Moreover, in the most recent election, California voters themselves 
pushed back against the power of Trial Lawyers, Inc. through their 
referendum process by overwhelmingly passing Proposition 64. That 
initiative amends California’s notorious “shakedown” statute—sec-
tion 17200 of the state’s civil code—to prevent lawyers from bringing 
claims without showing actual harm to their clients.

Finally, in medical malpractice liability, California has been a na-
tional tort reform leader. The state’s MICRA 
legislation, passed in the mid-1970s, has kept 
the growth rate in malpractice payouts and 
premiums to less than one-third the national 
average.

Despite these advances, California remains 
a trouble spot for lawsuit abuse, and much 
more work remains. We hope that you find 
Trial Lawyers, Inc.: California to be a useful 
resource in understanding the operations of 
the litigation industry in our nation’s most 
populous state.

James R. Copland 
Director, Center for Legal Policy 

Manhattan Institute for Policy Research 

Visit TrialLawyersInc.com for an online version of this 
report, the full 2003 report, and other resources.
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Introduction

ANOTHER GOLD RUSH
The gold diggers of Trial Lawyers, Inc. 

enrich themselves at California’s expense.

The discovery of gold in California in 1848 set off an international in-migration, with prospectors’ pursuit of the American Dream helping 
to drive the state’s explosive growth. In contrast, today’s get-rich-quick schemers, the rapacious tort speculators of Trial Lawyers, Inc., 

threaten to make California a less populous and less prosperous place.
California is home to some of the nation’s most prominent plaintiffs’ attorneys, including:
•San Diego’s Bill Lerach, perhaps America’s most famous and successful securities lawyer; 
•Los Angeles’s Michael Piuze, who won 2 multibillion-dollar tobacco verdicts for individual lifelong smokers;
•Santa Monica’s Brian Panish, the products liability, disaster, and mass-tort lawyer who has brought home more than 70 verdicts and  

 settlements in excess of $1 million;7 and
•The late Johnnie Cochran of O.J. Simpson–fame, who founded a law firm  

 that touts itself as the largest personal-injury firm in the country.8

These and other members of the state “leadership team” of Trial Lawyers, 
Inc. have dominated California’s massive legal system by developing sophis-
ticated business plans both to exploit today’s litigation opportunities and to 
identify key new legal “markets.” The litigation industry has also contributed 
heavily to political and public-relations campaigns to perpetuate its success and 
to establish new opportunities for lawsuit abuse.

California Courts’ High-Stakes Litigation Lottery
The cost of litigation in California is staggering, believed to be larger than 

any nation’s apart from the United States itself. With over 1,600 judges and close 
to 8 million legal filings annually, the California court system is enormous.9 By 
2001, tort jury verdicts in the state topped $1.5 million on average.10

What has driven the growth in legal costs that now threatens California’s housing, employment, and very economic base? California’s initial 
litigation explosion came in the late 1970s and early 1980s, when tort filings in the state more than doubled.11 The increase in filings reflected 
weakening liability standards, the onset of asbestos litigation, and relaxation of professional ethics rules against attorney advertising.12 Another 
cause of the large increases in filings in California was the state supreme court’s 1979 decision in Royal Globe Insurance Co. v. Superior Court, 
which held that injured parties could sue insurance companies in which they did not hold a policy for “bad faith.”13 This rule inevitably encour-
aged plaintiffs to file two suits in each case, against both the policyholder and his insurer.14

Fortunately, the California Supreme Court reversed its Royal Globe decision in 1988 in Moradi-Shalal v. Fireman’s Fund.15 In addition, Califor-
nia’s voters eliminated joint and several liability for noneconomic damages with Proposition 51 in 1986,16 and the California legislature enacted 
reforms in 1987 that barred products liability claims for “inherently unsafe” products and tightened legal standards for awarding punitive dam-
ages.17 Over the following decade, legal filings fell by more than half.18  

Trial Lawyers, Inc. would not go without a fight, however, and began chipping away at legal reforms, taking an increasing share of the state’s 
economic pie. Tobacco lawyer Michael Piuze teamed with the state attorney general to carve out an exception to the products liability law, 
which paved the way for his record-setting $28 billion verdict in a suit on behalf of an individual smoker.19 A series of legislative enactments 
and legal rulings made suits easier to file. Tort suits began to increase again, and the proliferation of class action and other aggregative litiga-
tion panned out to bigger awards for the average case. In addition, punitive damages rocketed upward, growing over 300 percent from the early 
to late 1990s.20 From 1996 to 2001, the average jury award in California tort cases grew 144 percent.21 Last year, surveyed business executives 
ranked California’s legal climate 45th out of the 50 states and deemed Los Angeles and San Francisco the worst and third-worst jurisdictions in 
the nation, respectively.22
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Buying Justice
Political largesse is central to the lawsuit industry’s 

business strategy, since its revenue streams depend en-
tirely on those who make and enforce the law. Thus, as 
it has throughout the nation, Trial Lawyers, Inc. has 
focused considerable resources on California’s politi-
cal players.

In the last two statewide election cycles, California’s trial lawyers contributed approximately $10 million in each campaign to statewide and 
state legislative candidates, including a staggering 25 percent of Attorney General Bill Lockyer’s initial campaign war chest and 10 percent of 
former governor Gray Davis’s initial campaign funds.23 (Indeed, Trial Lawyers, Inc. gave Davis $3.3 million for his first race, $1.7 million for  
his reelection, and another million dollars in 2003 during his unsuccessful fight against his recall.)24 Moreover, trial lawyers wield substantial 
influence in the California legislature: in the last two fully recorded campaigns, 2000 and 2002, trial lawyers contributed $4 million and $5 mil-
lion, respectively, to state legislative candidates.25

The lawsuit industry’s generosity has not gone unnoticed in Sacramento. For instance, under the state’s Business and Professions Code Sec-
tion 17200, plaintiffs’ attorneys mass-mailed letters to businesses threatening lawsuits over picayune paperwork omissions.26 They sued hun-
dreds of travel agents whose license numbers were not listed on their web pages and homebuilders who used the abbreviation APR rather than 
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE in their ads.27 Bill Lerach’s firm even won $3 million in attorneys’ fees from lock manufacturer Kwikset because the Lake 
Forest company applied “Made in the USA” labels to locks that used six small screws that came from Taiwan.28 Despite these widespread abuses, 
California’s legislature never saw fit to reform the infamous “shakedown” statute.

Fortunately, California’s voters amended section 17200 last November by passing Proposition 64, a major victory for tort reformers.29 So, too, 
did voters use the referendum to stop the legislature and Gray Davis from their trial-lawyer-backed attempt in 1999 to overturn Fireman’s Fund,30 
which would have led once again to a massive increase in tort filings.

But Trial Lawyers, Inc. has used the referendum process to further its own goals as well. One successful effort still on the books is the perni-
cious Proposition 65, California’s toxic tort “bounty hunter” statute, which was initially adopted by referendum in 1986 and enables plaintiffs’ 
lawyers to act as “private attorneys general” and file a wide array of suits “in the public interest.”31 Ostensibly created to keep toxic substances 
out of drinking water, Prop 65 has become “a clever and irritating mechanism used by litigious NGOs and others to publicly spank politically 
incorrect opponents ranging from the American gun industry to seafood retailers.”32 

Finally, California’s civil justice system can never be sound until its courts start taking their responsibilities seriously. Too frequently, however, 
the state’s judges have been strong supporters of Trial Lawyers, Inc. San Francisco’s judges do not limit the number of cases for which a trial 
date can be assigned, and so they are giving only summary treatment to the thousands of asbestos cases choking their dockets.33 Judges in Los 
Angeles’s Central Civil West Division are widely known for their outlandish rulings and are even known to encourage astronomical jury awards 
(see page 14). Even the California Supreme Court, just last December, enshrined into law the “catalyst theory” of fee collection—i.e., the notion 
that attorneys can collect fees when they lose if they “catalyze change” in the business they sue—despite the fact that the U.S. Supreme Court had 
rejected the same theory for federal courts three years earlier.34 

From 1996 to 2001,  
the average jury award  
in California tort cases  

grew 144 percent. 
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Building Defects

HOUSING CONSTRICTION
Spurious lawsuits are strangling 

California’s construction industry.

In 2003, Jon Olivieri, a framing sub-
contractor in Sacramento, saw his con-

struction insurance premium skyrocket 
535 percent, from $85,000 to $540,000, 
despite a near-spotless record in his 19 
years in the business.35 The premium hike 
added so much to his costs, averaging 
about $3,500 more per house, that one big 
account—Dunmore Homes, worth $12 
million in revenues to Olivieri—stopped 
doing business with him.36

Olivieri is one of thousands of small 
to medium-size contractors in California 
who are seeing their businesses go south 
after enduring more than a decade of flim-
sy lawsuits alleging construction defects, 
which have driven insurers from the state 
and put a virtual halt to condominium 
construction. In 2000, insurers paid out 
$2.95 for every premium dollar they took 
in.37 As a result, only a handful of compa-
nies still write construction liability cover-
age in California; and they charge two to five times what they charge in other states.38 And they won’t touch condos.

The Endangered California Condo
Indeed, the construction of new condos—the home of choice for asset-strapped first-time homeowners—plummeted from 18,691 units in 

1994 to 2,945 in 1999.39 In the mid-1990s, 30 percent of new houses in California were condos; by 2000, only 2 percent were condos.40 Areas of the 
state that were job engines in the 1990s, such as Silicon Valley, have started to lose population in part because of the lack of affordable housing.41 

In 2002, California was building one new house for every 3.5 new jobs, barely half of what economists say is required to support growth.42

The problem harkens back to the early 1980s, when new favorable tax treatment spurred condo construction in California and other parts of 
the Sunbelt.43 Inevitably, a percentage of these new homes were shoddily built, and owners sued the contractors, often with some justification. 
Trial Lawyers, Inc. quickly determined that the market was lucrative, since hundreds of litigants could be brought into a single suit through 
their condo associations, vastly increasing the size of potential judgments—and of their lawyers’ fees, which are based on a percentage of the 
verdicts.44 Aggressive lawyers started blanketing condo communities with flyers listing a litany of potential defects, from leaky windows to loose 
carpet corners.45 Firms specializing in construction-defects litigation surfaced, such as the Miller Law Firm of Orange County, whose website  
www.constructiondefects.com touts its success in “recovering” over $400 million for construction-defects claims.46

The result has been a flood of litigation in California courts, aided by the state’s ten-year statute of limitations on structural defects, one of 
the longest in the nation, and its plaintiff-friendly strict liability laws.47 Under a strict liability doctrine, homeowners do not have to prove that 
a builder was negligent—only that he built a structurally defective home. Thus, if a window leaks, the contractor is liable even if he installed the 
window properly and met industry standards.
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Housing starts have failed to  
keep up with population and job 

growth, and most families  
cannot find affordable housing.

To dig into as many deep pockets as possible, lawyers typically 
name as defendants as many as 60 subcontractors on a project—
and all their insurers—including some who had nothing to do 
with that portion of the construction where defects are being al-
leged.48 As a result, portable-toilet vendors are being dragged into 
lawsuits over construction flaws, and roofers are being named in 
litigation over tennis-court defects, inflating costs and causing 
cases to drag on for years.49 Insurers understandably prefer to 
settle these nuisance suits in order to cut their ever-increasing litigation tab.49

Repairing the Damage?
Builders and subcontractors are starting to fight back, forming captive insurers (entities that businesses create themselves to provide coverage 

when insurance companies exit a market), writing more explicit warranties and arbitration clauses into their contracts, and soliciting homeown-
ers for problems before disputes turn into lawsuits.50 California home-builders groups are asking homeowners to call their builder, not a lawyer, 
if they have a problem with construction.51

Most successfully, builders managed to get California lawmakers to pass a “right-to-repair” law in 2002 that requires most owners of condos 
and townhouses to give builders an opportunity to fix defects before taking them to court.52 Condo construction has picked up since its passage, 
but liability insurance rates are still climbing and skittish insurers have yet to resume writing coverage and are unlikely to come back into the 
market until they can get a better handle on risk.53 Moreover, the law does not apply to remodeling projects or to homes built before January 1, 
2003,54 which leaves an estimated 1.5 million homes in the state vulnerable to litigation.54 

Ever resourceful, lawyers are now turning their attention to homes not covered by right-to-repair laws: single-family homes and seven- and 
eight-year-old condos that are starting to show wear. Not surprisingly, the rate of increase in building of new single-family homes is slowing, 
and last year, the Construction Industry Research Board predicted that California may actually see a 3 percent decrease in the number of new 
one-family homes built in the state.55 

More troubling, lawyers have lately brewed up a potent mix of allegations that combine construction defects and toxic mold, paving the 
way for punitive damages and big pain-and-suffering awards.56 With leaks the most common litigated defect in California, claims of toxic mold 
damage—and the physical ills it allegedly causes—are proliferating.57 Despite the junk science that underpins many mold cases, water-related 
payouts more than doubled between 1997 and 2001 for California’s biggest insurers, from $206 million to $431 million,58 “largely because of the 
increased cost in treating mold that results from the water damage.”59 

Developers are now pushing two bills in Sacramento that would plug some of the holes in the right-to-repair law, including one that would, 
among other things, force attorneys to tell prospective plaintiffs the alternatives to litigation.60 Something needs to be done. In construction-
defects litigation, Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s profits have been California citizens’ loss, as housing starts have failed to keep up with population and job 
growth, and most families cannot find affordable housing (see graphs above). The state’s sunny climate notwithstanding, a failure to address this 
problem could leave many Californians out in the cold. 
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Nearly 40% of surveyed companies 
plan to move jobs out of the state, and 

50% “have explicit policies to halt 
employment growth in California.” 

In a final payback to the trial lawyers who helped bankroll his failed effort to remain in office, recalled governor Gray Davis signed into law 
the Labor Code Private Attorneys General Act of 2004 a mere five days after his ouster.61 Modeled on the state’s section 17200 “shakedown 

statute”—the infamous unfair competition law that empowers lawyers to sue businesses for any regulatory infraction, however trivial—the new 
labor law allowed suits against employers for similarly petty infractions of California’s 500-plus-page labor code. Under this “Sue Your Boss” law, 
Trial Lawyers, Inc. could sue on behalf of current and former workers without having to allege—much less prove—that they were harmed.62 

Within six months of the law’s becoming effective on January 1, 2004, more than 65 lawsuits had been filed, including dubious actions over 
violations as laughable as a company that displayed an employment poster that was printed in a non-regulation type size.63 Predictably, many of 
these suits went after California’s deepest pockets, such as entertainment giants Warner Brothers and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; nearly half of the 
50 private-attorney cases that were filed in Southern California courts named entertainment companies as the offenders.64

After this initial flurry of frivolous lawsuits, the legislature, under pressure from Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, had to revisit the Sue Your 
Boss law only months after it went into effect. A compromise amendment passed in August will stifle some of the most flagrant abuses, such as 
private suits over notice-posting and filing lapses; moreover, the amended law requires employees to notify the state and the employer of an in-
fraction before suing, giving the employer an opportunity to cure it.65 Only time will tell whether these adjustments will be sufficient to prevent 
the statute from driving out California jobs.

A Labor Lawsuit Legacy 
However the Sue Your Boss–law saga turns out, that legislation is just the tip of the iceberg that is California’s employment law, which undeni-

ably has a chilling effect on job creation in the state. California has long been a national leader in suits alleging wrongful termination; by the early 
1990s, not only were jury verdicts in employment cases in excess of $1 million commonplace, but the average such award topped $1.5 million.66 
California’s supreme court aggressively stretched the law to accommodate wrongful firing suits, such as in a 1990 decision that determined that 
a company granting raises, promotions, and a “lack of criticism” for an employee could imply lifetime tenure, notwithstanding a specific statute 
providing that the worker could be terminated at will.67

Although the California Supreme Court in recent years has not been quite so brazen, the proliferation of wage-and-hour regulations in 
the state—and the relative ease of bringing a private action—have nev-
ertheless made employing California workers an expensive proposition.  
Examples abound of California wage-and-hour laws that, even if well-
intentioned, undoubtedly are much more costly than alternative protec-
tions that could achieve the same results:

•California businesses cannot deduct advanced vacation pay from a 
  final paycheck, even with the employee’s prior consent.68  

Employment Lawsuits

THE BOSS IN THE CROSSHAIRS
Gray Davis’s parting shot was only the latest of 

Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s attacks on California employers. 
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THE WOMEN OF WAL-MART
Employment lawsuits in California are not limited to the individual. Rather, class action claims of workplace discrimination have emerged 

as a major growth market for Trial Lawyers, Inc. The attorney at the forefront of these suits is Berkeley lawyer Brad Seligman, who gained 
prominence in the early 1990s when he negotiated a $107 million settlement in a sex-discrimination case against Lucky Stores.78 Seligman 
used that money to form the Impact Fund, which has since spent millions sponsoring employment-discrimination class actions.79

Seligman is now pursuing a much-publicized gender-discrimination suit against Wal-Mart on behalf of 1.6 million women workers.80 
Seligman’s case, certified as a class by San Francisco federal judge Martin Jenkins last summer, is the largest em-
ployment-discrimination lawsuit ever filed.81 

Although class actions are useful and efficient vehicles to combine many similarly situated claims, suits like 
this one filed against Wal-Mart are almost always unsuited for the class action device.82 The plaintiffs are linked 
only by the fact that they are women who worked at the company and failed to receive promotions.83 Seligman’s 
case alleges no overarching discriminatory policy but rather relies on statistics showing that women on aver-
age earn and are promoted less than men, which does not establish that the company discriminated.84 Since so 
many women in the job force interrupt their careers to bear children and work only part-time while their kids 
are young, we should not be surprised to find women in the aggregate lagging men in salaries and promotions. 
Furthermore, Wal-Mart may have very good reasons for not promoting a particular worker; indeed, one of 
Seligman’s plaintiffs admitted to being reprimanded for repeatedly returning late from lunch breaks, and an-
other had been suspended for mishandling a customer refund.85

But in a class action lawsuit, the employer cannot mount individual defenses about such details, and attor-
neys like Seligman can confuse juries by picking and choosing among different plaintiffs’ claims, even when the claims are not consistent and 
not representative of the class as a whole.86 Moreover, such cases are so large that the merits matter little: even for weak cases, litigation costs 
and the high verdict expected in the unlikely event of loss give defendants an almost overwhelming incentive to settle.87

A company as large as Wal-Mart may indeed have discriminated against some of its employees, but such claims should be handled indi-
vidually, rather than in massive suits involving millions of plaintiffs. Such class actions are really no more than corporate shakedowns. With 
California in the grasp of Trial Lawyers, Inc., attorneys such as Seligman will continue to try to manipulate—through litigation—the orga-
nizational structure of entire American businesses. 

•Commissioned salespeople in California can file a complaint against their boss for “charging them back” for commissions on quickly  
 canceled accounts, even if the employee wanted such an arrangement, and even if the employee is earning over $100,000 per year.69

•California employees who call in or check e-mail during their vacation may be entitled to full pay without deducted vacation time.70

Some types of employees have been able to obtain special protections under California law that border from the merely onerous—computer 
consultants, even those earning six-figure incomes, are always entitled to overtime pay70—to the absurd: under a 2000 law signed by then-gover-
nor Davis, exotic dancers can sue their employers for sharing in customer cash payments for “private dances,” rather than treating them as tips 
belonging solely to the dancer.71

Areas of the law that are pervasive nationally, such as suits over discrimination and harassment, are stretched to preposterous limits in 
California. California courts have held that workers can sue for age discrimination under the section 17200 unfair competition law—originally 
intended to curb antitrust offenses—because “an employer which practices age discrimination has an unfair competitive advantage.”72 And a 
California appeals court permitted the much-publicized sexual-harassment lawsuit against Warner Brothers for writers’ purported off-color 
jokes during brainstorming sessions for the often risqué sitcom Friends.73 California’s elected leaders not only have been complicit in such expan-
sion of the law; they have prodded it along. In 2003, the state legislature passed a law creating a right of action for sexual harassment against an 
employer for non-employees’ conduct.74 

Suing Away Jobs
Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s employment-lawsuit business hurts not only California’s companies but also its citizens, who are less able to find quality 

jobs as a result of the state’s overlitigation. A study completed last year for the California Business Roundtable by the consulting firm Bain and 
Company found that, notwithstanding the high-technology boom, the state had underperformed the national average in high-value job creation 
since 1990.75 An amazing 100 percent of executives surveyed ranked California’s business climate “less favorably than other states’,” and large 
business leaders ranked workers’ compensation and litigation as their most pressing concerns in the state.76 Unsurprisingly, nearly 40 percent of 
companies surveyed were planning to move jobs out of the state, and 50 percent “have explicit policies to halt employment growth in Califor-
nia.”77 Until the state can fix its labor-lawsuit problem, the best option for California job seekers may be to move.
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Securities Litigation

STOCK MARKET SHAKEDOWN
Securities lawsuits rough up 

California businesses, big and small.

In April 2003, in Small v. Fritz Companies, Inc., the California Supreme Court ruled that a shareholder who neither bought nor sold stock, but 
who merely held on to shares he already owned, could sue a company if its public statements turned out to be false or misleading.88 The leap 

in legal reasoning—one that federal courts have consistently rejected—sent tremors through California’s embattled corporate defense bar, which 
is now bracing for a wave of lawsuits by investors claiming they relied on a company’s faulty disclosure to . . . well, do nothing.89

But for Trial Lawyers, Inc., which has made California the focal point of its securities-litigation business, the supreme court decision was 
only the latest victory in a long-running and largely successful campaign to wring money out of the Golden State’s embattled corporations. Of 
the 570 securities class actions filed in federal district courts from 2001 through 2003, a whopping 23 percent were filed in California.90 The U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, which includes California, has far outpaced other federal circuits in both filings and settlements (see 
graphs below).91

Indeed, the securities-litigation division of Trial Lawyers, Inc. has California’s high-growth, high-technology industrial base in its sights. High-
tech companies’ shares and revenues are inherently volatile, and whenever these businesses must restate their finances or suffer a drop in stock 
price, they become prime targets of the plaintiffs’ bar. Emboldened by public outrage at the malfeasance uncovered at companies like Enron and 
WorldCom, trial lawyers have sued not only major corporations such as Cisco Systems, but virtually every tiny technology company that went 
public during the 1990s Internet boom.92 Between 1997 and 2004, 43 percent of the securities lawsuits brought in federal district court in the 
country were against technology companies.93 The list of defendants reads like a who’s who of Silicon Valley: Oracle, Silicon Graphics, Nortel 
Networks and on and on.94

Now, having worked their way through most of  
California’s high-tech sector and facing a diminish-
ing number of targets, trial lawyers are turning their  
attention to the state’s burgeoning biotech industry.  
Nationally, suits against biotech companies tripled  
between 2001 and 2003.95 In San Francisco alone, five 
companies are already in the crosshairs of the plaintiffs’ 
bar: Gilead Sciences, VaxGen, CV Therapeutics, Cerus, 
and Intermune.96

Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s “Pit Bull”
Leading the charge to the courthouse in most of those 

cases is none other than San Diego pit bull Bill Lerach, 
who recently broke with plaintiff powerhouse Milberg 
Weiss Bershad Hynes and Lerach, and formed his own 
firm, Lerach Coughlin Stoia Geller Rudman and Rob-
bins. With Lerach running their securities practices, 
these firms were lead or co-lead plaintiff in 51 percent 
of class action securities lawsuits brought in the U.S. be-
tween 1997 and 2004.97 During that time, he extracted $6 
billion in settlements from corporations and pocketed 
an estimated $2 billion for the firms.98

Federal legislation enacted in 1995 to rein in Mr.  
Lerach and his ilk—the Private Securities Litigation  
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Reform Act (PSLRA)99—required more in-depth pleading standards to support a se-
curities claim and forced judges to select as the lead plaintiff in such cases the inves-
tor most likely to protect the class of claimants’ interests, typically the largest investor, 
rather than merely permitting the first plaintiff filing suit to control the litigation.100 
These changes put a stop to some of the most egregious abuses, including “strike suits”—claims filed within days or even hours of a drop in stock 
price even when little, if any, evidence of corporate wrongdoing existed.101 

But an unintended consequence of the legislation was to stifle competition and concentrate power in a few big plaintiff firms that have the 
capital to spend time digging for the evidence now required by more rigorous federal pleading standards.102 The PSLRA also forced more mar-
ginal cases, such as Small v. Fritz, into state court, where pleading standards are more lenient. 

In addition, the law’s stipulation that the shareholder with the biggest stake be the lead plaintiff had the effect of raising the ante for Mr. 
Lerach and his colleagues in the plaintiffs’ bar. Now, instead of having to trawl for small investors, Trial Lawyers, Inc. spends its time wooing 
public pension funds, whose boards of political appointees and labor representatives make them natural allies in the battle to wrest money from 
corporate America (see “Pension Politics,” page 12).

The Cost of Shareholder Suits 
With the political establishment stacked against them and the exorbitant cost of defending years-long court battles, it’s no wonder that 80 

percent of securities class action cases are settled, with only 1 percent of the companies willing to take their cases to trial.103 Indeed, critics liken 
securities litigation to “legal extortion,” and one judge has gone so far as to compare lawyers at Lerach’s old firm to “ ‘squeegee boys’ who . . . run 
up to a stopped car, splash soapy water on its perfectly clean windshield and expect payment for the uninvited service of wiping it off.”104

Although the plaintiffs’ bar disingenuously claims its mission is to reform management and protect the rights of the “little guy,” empirical 
evidence shows that securities class actions’ settlement values are unrelated to the merits of the underlying cases,105 and the money to pay settle-
ments comes directly from the corporate coffers of the company in which small shareholders have invested.106 Securities claims are thus often 
nothing more than a mechanism for transferring assets from one group of shareholders to another, with a 30 percent cut for Trial Lawyers, Inc. 

Furthermore, even for businesses that have yet to be sued, California’s extreme threat of litigation is helping to send accounting and insurance 
costs through the roof and is causing entrepreneurs to question the wisdom of going public.107 James Currier, founder and CEO of San Francis-
co–based Tickle, Inc., canceled a round of funding last year that was intended to precede an initial public offering. Instead, he sold his company 
to Monster.com when he realized the high cost of going public.108 As more company directors are implicated in shareholder suits, liability risks 
also are causing venture capitalists to take a second look at their traditional close involvement with the companies they bankroll. Vinod Khosla 
of Silicon Valley venture firm Kleiner Perkins Caufield and Byers this year resigned his seat on the board of Juniper Networks in part because 
new regulations have made board members liable for company reports. “It’s taking a risk,” he told the San Jose Mercury News.109 

Between 1996 and 2003, 50 percent 
of the securities lawsuits brought in 

federal district court in California were 
against technology companies.
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A s already noted (see page 5), Trial Lawyers, Inc. injects millions of dollars into California politics, including roughly $10 million to 
state legislative and statewide campaigns in each of the two most recent political cycles.110 The litigation lobby is quite strategic about 

how it spends its cash, typically pouring it into the races of vulnerable legislative supporters or using it to influence key state members of the 
executive branch, such as insurance commissioner John Garamendi (see box on page 13). And in recent years, the government-relations arm of 
Trial Lawyers, Inc. has focused particular attention on the states’ mammoth public-employee pension funds: the California Public Employees’ 
Retirement System (CalPERS) and the California State Teachers’ Retirement System (CalSTRS).

Why? Much of today’s shareholder litigation is driven by such funds, which 
are enormous investors. CalPERS and CalSTRS are the nation’s largest and 
third-largest public pension funds, respectively, and together they manage over 
$300 billion in shareholder assets.111 Recent legislation has made these funds the 
800-pound gorilla in securities litigation, and the political appointees on their 
boards—invariably beholden to the  litigation industry—have been all too happy 
to play politics with their funds, and reward their legal contributors with business 
in the process.

The Origins of the Problem
When the 1995 Private Securities Litigation Reform Act (PSLRA) mandated 

that the biggest stockholders should act as lead plaintiffs in securities class ac-
tions, public pension funds took charge of much shareholder litigation merely 
as a function of their size. They have responded enthusiastically. According to a 
study released last year by PricewaterhouseCoopers, securities cases with public 
pension funds as lead plaintiffs rose steadily from four in 1996 to 56 in 2002 (see 
graph below).112 

Government Relations

PENSION POLITICS
Trial Lawyers, Inc. has its hands in 

the California taxpayer’s wallet.

Phil Angelides
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Unlike mutual funds and hedge funds, whose ability to retain investors is de-
pendent on their performance, public pension funds have captive investors who 
are promised defined benefits, i.e., taxpayers have to pick up the shortfall should 
the funds lose money. Realizing that it could profit handsomely by encouraging 
these funds to litigate and taking the legal fees for itself, Trial Lawyers, Inc. has in-
vested heavily in the political appointees on the funds’ union-dominated boards. 
In 2002 alone, Milberg Weiss gave $250,000 to the California Democratic party, 
several members of which sit on the CalPERS board, including state treasurer 
Phil Angelides, state controller Steve Westly, and former San Francisco mayor 
Willie Brown.113 Angelides, an ex officio member of the CalPERS and CalSTRS 
boards, received 8 percent of his campaign contributions from the plaintiffs’ bar 
when he was elected in 1998, for a total of over $296,000.114 For his reelection in 
2002, those contributions increased to over $375,000.115

In turn, Angelides has been the most vocal proponent of using pension 
funds’ clout to try to change corporate behavior. He has spurred CalPERS to 
oppose politically unpopular mergers, sue companies involved in labor disputes, 
and urge companies to settle “Holocaust restitution” lawsuits.116 Says Angelides, 
“Shareholders should start acting like the owners they are. . . . The age of inves-
tor complacency must be replaced by a new era of investor democracy.”117

The Cost of Pension Politics
Ultimately, however, the shareholder activism of CalPERS and CalSTRS 

hurts both investors in targeted companies and California taxpayers. A study 
released this February by Lawrence McQuillan of the Pa-
cific Research Institute (PRI) surveys published research on 
the topic and concludes that “[t]he overwhelming consen-
sus among academic researchers is pension-fund activism 
does not create additional net social value.”118 PRI awarded  
CalPERS with its 2004 “Golden Fleece” Award, noting: 
“From 2000 to 2004, [CalPERS’s] investments under-per-
formed and [the fund] suffered severe cash-flow problems, 
forcing taxpayers to pick up the tab” (see graph).119

The easy solution to pension fund shenanigans is remov-
ing political control from state employees’ retirement sav-
ings. Governor Schwarzenegger has come out in support of 
a proposed state constitutional amendment, ACAX1, that 
would place state employees’ retirement funds under their 
control in defined contribution plans similar to 401(k)s.120 
Hopefully, Californians can pass such a commonsense mea-
sure against the certain fight from Trial Lawyers, Inc.

In recent years, the government-relations 
arm of Trial Lawyers, Inc. has focused  

particular attention on the states’ mammoth 
public-employee pension funds.

A Good Insurance Policy
How might trial lawyers ensure their market share? By 

investing in the campaigns of government officials who 
can later hire them to do work for the state. In October, 
California’s insurance commissioner John Garamendi 
hired Bill Lerach’s firm to file 
suit on the state’s behalf against 
insurance brokers and insurers 
over the bid-rigging and con-
tingent-commission scandals at  
Marsh & McClennan and else-
where.121 (Lerach’s firm has also 
filed private suits against many 
insurers and brokers, under the 
state’s “private attorneys gener-
al” statute, “which allows virtu-
ally anyone to file a lawsuit on 
the public’s behalf.”)122 From 2002 through 2004, Lerach 
and his law firms contributed $55,000 to Garamendi’s po-
litical action committees.123
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Special Focus: Los Angeles

For each of the past three years, the American Tort Reform Association has published a report, Judicial Hellholes, which focuses on the worst 
venues in the nation for lawsuit abuse. In each of those years, the Los Angeles County Court’s Central Civil West Division—cynically 

nicknamed “the Bank” by area plaintiffs’ attorneys—has made the list.124 And this year, corporate executives surveyed by the Harris Interactive 
polling group ranked Los Angeles the least fair litigation environment in the nation.125

It’s not hard to see why. Though California has a number of overly litigious jurisdictions—including San Francisco and Alameda Coun-
ties—Los Angeles stands out with an eye-popping list of verdicts. 

For example, in 1998, a judge in the Central Civil West Division, Richard Hubbell, urged the jury to “send a notice out to the world,” to which 
they responded with a $760 million punitive-damage award.126 The case was brought by infamous “toxic tort” lawyer Thomas Girardi against five 
companies that had supplied allegedly harmful chemicals for Lockheed’s F-117 Stealth fighter factory, where the 28 plaintiffs had worked from 
the 1950s through the 1980s.127 An appellate court reversed Judge Hubbell and overturned the punitive award in its entirety, determining that 
the facts of the case did not support a finding of “despicable conduct” but rather, at most, “a tragedy arising in an industry developing weapons 
whose purpose was to defend this country during the Cold War.”128

Perhaps no case in the district is more notorious than the 1999 products liability case in which Brian Panish scored a then-record $4.2 billion 
verdict for six automobile passengers injured in an explosion.129 Panish argued that the Chevy Malibu the plaintiffs were driving was defective 
and overly susceptible to explode in rear-end collisions. Incredibly, however, presiding judge Ernest Williams did not permit General Motors to 
introduce testimony on the Malibu’s low fire-accident rates—nor to enter evidence that the driver who had rear-ended the plaintiffs had been 
driving at 70 miles per hour, while drunk.130 And when GM wanted to call high-ranking public officials to rebut the plaintiffs’ claim that the 
automaker had lobbied to limit regulations on fuel-tank safety, the judge denied that, too.131

L.A. attorney Michael Piuze broke Panish’s record in 2002, with an over-the-top $28 billion verdict awarded to a 64-year-old lifelong smok-
er.132 Piuze had earlier won a $3 billion award in 2001 on behalf of a 56-year-old lifelong smoker.133 Both awards were ultimately reduced to the 

tens of millions, in accordance with federal constitutional requirements.134

Just last year, a Los Angeles jury held a local store liable for $4.1 million for selling a dietary supple-
ment that had allegedly caused a plaintiff’s stroke.135 In taking the extreme step of holding a retailer liable 
for its supplier’s product, jurors stated that they wanted to let retailers know that “if you are going to sell 
something that is dangerous, you better warn the consumer or take it off your shelf.”136

Fixing Los Angeles’s broken legal system is easier said than done, but one necessary change is making 
sure that jury service in the Central Civil West Division is more representative. The division’s clerk is not-
ed for getting potential jurors off long trials for virtually any reason, so that those summoned who have 
jobs or other social responsibilities do not serve, and those left in the jury pool are hardly an adequate 
cross-section of the population.137 Ultimately, however, it is the district’s trial-lawyer-backed judges who 
have made a mockery of justice with their wacky rulings; until they are replaced with jurists who take their 
oaths seriously, the Bank will be open for business.

Though California has a number  
of overly litigious jurisdictions,  

Los Angeles stands out with  
an eye-popping list of verdicts. 

LAWSUIT CENTRAL
Trial Lawyers, Inc. takes it to 

“the Bank” in Los Angeles. 

Brian Panish
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California’s litigation industry is dominated by leading plaintiffs’ attorneys and their allies, who could be deemed “division presidents” 
of Trial Lawyers, Inc. In addition to Brian Panish (page 14), the Golden State’s legal leadership includes:

Bill Lerach
President, Securities Class Actions
Lerach is the terror of California’s high-tech  
industry, and he and his firms have used  
“squeegee boy” tactics to take corporations for  
five verdicts or settlements topping $1 billion.138

Brad Seligman 
President, Employment Class Actions
Civil rights attorney Seligman is leading  
the largest employment class action case  
in history in his effort to use litigation to  
regulate the retail giant Wal-Mart.140

Thomas Girardi
President, Toxic Torts
Among the over $1 billion in toxic tort  
“recoveries” for Girardi’s firm is the big win  
against Pacific Gas & Electric portrayed  
(falsely) in the movie Erin Brockovich.142

Phil Angelides 
Co-President, Government Relations 
As an ex officio member of  
California’s mammoth public pension  
funds, the state treasurer has been a vocal  
advocate for Trial Lawyers, Inc.144

LEADERSHIP TEAM

Thomas E. Miller
President, Construction Defects

Having literally written the book on  
construction-defects litigation, Miller has  

bullied builders into 75 verdicts and  
settlements worth over $1 million each.143

Elizabeth Cabraser
President, Product Class Actions 

Cabraser has been involved in over  
250 class action lawsuits that brought in  

billions of dollars, including dubious  
suits over diet drugs and breast implants.139

REUTERS/CORBIS SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE/LACY ATKINS

AP/REED SAXON

DEANNE FITZMAURICE/SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE/CORBIS 

SEVEN LOCKS PRESS

CHRIS STEWART/SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE/CORBIS

Michael Piuze
President, Tobacco

Piuze has shattered records for individual  
jury verdicts against tobacco companies, 

though his multi-billion-dollar  
awards were later reduced on appeal.141

REUTERS/CORBIS

AP/THE FRESNO BEE/DARRELL WONG

Bill Lockyer
Co-President, Government Relations

California’s attorney general won  
election and reelection with the help  

of $1.4 million and $1.2 million,  
respectively, from Trial Lawyers, Inc.145
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Outlook and Conclusion

Governor Schwarzenegger looks to give California 
a fresh start by sweeping away lawsuit abuse.

When Arnold Schwarzenegger ran for governor in California’s 2003 recall election, Trial Lawyers, Inc. fought hard to keep the Aus-
trian-born actor out of office. The plaintiffs’ bar pumped almost $2 million into the recall race to support incumbent governor Gray 

Davis and Lieutenant Governor Cruz Bustamante.146 The Consumer Attorneys of California—Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s public-relations arm for the 
state—forecast judicial doom under a Schwarzenegger administration.147

The typically savvy litigation industry had reason to be afraid. Having long relied on political influence to stymie reform, the trial bar knew that 
in Schwarzenegger they faced a leader whose charisma would enable him to take his case directly to the people and circumvent Sacramento grid-
lock—no mere cliché, given California’s thriving tradition of voter initiatives. Although the state still has far to go, early results are promising.

Recent Reforms
One of Governor Schwarzenegger’s first policy successes was his overhaul of California’s dysfunctional workers’ compensation system. Cali-

fornia has the nation’s longest disability absences, and the state’s workers’ comp program cost two to three times the national average.148 Threat-
ening to take the issue to the voters by referendum, the Governator forced the legislature to enact a badly needed reform.149

The comprehensive reform requires injured workers to seek immediate medical care to get them back on the job sooner.150 The bill caps tem-
porary disability payments at two years and has adopted the American Medical Association’s methodology for determining whether a disability 
is permanent.151 Payments for permanent disability have been reduced for less serious injuries but almost doubled for the most severe ones; thus, 
the law is hardly an exclusively pro-business reform.152 Though the legislation is certainly not perfect—e.g., litigation over what constitutes a 
“permanent disability” will surely follow153—it was a resolute step in the right direction and a sharp rebuke to Trial Lawyers, Inc.

CLEANING HOUSE

MICRA’S POWERFUL PRESCRIPTION
One long-standing California reform success is the 1975 Medical Injury Compensation Reform Act (MICRA),170 which has made medi-

cal malpractice litigation in the state a notable exception to the generally bleak lawsuit landscape. Due to MICRA, California has escaped 
the much-publicized medical malpractice liability crisis, which has led doctors in many states to abandon high-risk but crucial procedures, 
retire early, and move to less tort-friendly jurisdictions.171 MICRA has been so successful at containing medical malpractice liability costs that 
President Bush has urged the legislation as a model for medical malpractice liability reform at the federal level.172

How does MICRA work? The law caps medical malpractice liability awards for noneconomic damages—hard-to-quantify losses such as 
pain and suffering, mental anguish, and emotional distress—at $250,000.173 MICRA also limits the percentage that plaintiffs’ lawyers receive 
from awarded judgments, setting their contingency fees according to a sliding scale that goes down as awards go up.174

MICRA’s results have been dramatic. In the law’s first 27 years, California’s medical malpractice insurance premiums increased 245 per-
cent, compared with 750 percent for the rest of the nation.175 A recent study 
by the RAND Institute examined a database of 257 California jury verdicts in 
med-mal cases between 1995 and 1999 in which the plaintiffs won, and found 
that MICRA reduced total payouts 30 percent on average.176 The fee caps af-
fected fewer than half of all cases.177 Moreover, due to the attorney-fee restric-
tions, the average plaintiff recovery fell by only half as much as payouts, i.e., 
patients kept a higher percentage of the smaller judgments.178 For the average 
noneconomic damage award, the typical plaintiff recovery actually increased 7 
percent, and for 97 percent of all verdicts, the patient’s payout fell by 7.5 per-
cent or less.179 The average attorney award, RAND noted, fell by 60 percent.180

So while Trial Lawyers, Inc. suffers under MICRA, the law has been nothing 
but salutary for California’s doctors and citizens.
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Governor Schwarzenegger was less successful in reforming punitive damages in the 
state. Schwarzenegger proposed that 75 percent of all punitive-damage awards should go to 
the state, rather than to claimants or their attorneys154—the theory being that since punitive 
damages are intended to deter egregious conduct rather than compensate injury, the plain-
tiff is not really entitled to the funds. Schwarzenegger’s reform proposal would also have 
mandated that punitive damages only be awarded once for any “single act or omission,” 
thus ensuring that multiple juries could not punish the same conduct over and over.155

Unfortunately, the trial bar’s Sacramento allies undid the governor’s proposal. Politi-
cians like Santa Ana Democrat Joe Dunn, who received over $350,000 from trial lawyers 
for his 2002 reelection (31 percent of his entire war chest), pressed changes in the new law 
that stripped it of meaningful reform: it lacks the multiple-punitive-awards prohibition 
and assures plaintiffs’ lawyers 25 percent of the government’s take.156 Moreover, the bill only 
applies to lawsuits filed after August 2004 and adjudicated by the end of June 2006.157 Since 
few large cases will reach a final judgment so quickly, the law accomplishes little.

Despite the punitive-damages law’s failure, reformers push ahead on other fronts, such 
as last year’s Proposition 64, which sought to eliminate section 17200’s perverse provision 
allowing suits to be filed without a client and without establishing actual injury.158 Trial 
Lawyers, Inc. fought vigorously to defeat the measure, spending $4.5 million, largely on 
television commercials in the weeks before the election.159 The Consumer Attorneys of California ponied up $725,000 to fight the referendum, 
and its then-president James Sturdevant gave $415,000 of his own money.160 Litigation-industry leaders Bill Lerach, Elizabeth Cabraser, and 
Brian Panish forked out between $50,000 and $150,000, as individuals or through their firms.161 Ultimately, however, 59 percent of California’s 
voters supported Prop 64, in large part due to the endorsement of Governor Schwarzenegger and a well-planned campaign that attracted finan-
cial support from a broad spectrum of the business community and “vote yes” editorials from the state’s major newspapers.162 Two appellate 
courts have already ruled that the proposition applies retroactively to all pending litigation.163

Agenda for the Future
So where does California go from here? Reformers should follow up on Prop 64 by limiting the costly “bounty hunter” regime Prop 65 has 

instituted (see page 5). Protections against abusive construction-defects litigation should be extended to single-family homes (see page 7). The 
state should reform its byzantine wage-and-hour laws (see pages 8–9). And the state should eliminate the perverse role its public-employee pen-
sion funds play in federal securities litigation by shifting to privately managed accounts, as the governor has proposed (see page 13).

Moreover, the state must get a handle on its asbestos-litigation problem. Over 2,000 asbestos cases are still pending in northern California, 
with the Bay Area threatening to become the center of the asbestos-litigation storm. The San Francisco courts have attracted forum-shopping 
litigators by rapidly processing multiple cases without sufficient inquiry into the merits of each;164 to restore due process of law for defendants 
and plaintiffs alike, the state must put a brake on this activity and permit each claim to get the fair hearing it deserves.165

California also must reform its class action procedures. The recently adopted federal Class Action Fairness Act prevents national class actions 
from being filed in state courts, which will force Trial Lawyers, Inc. to file more state-centered cases.166 Expect California to be their favored 
destination: it’s the nation’s most populous state, and no procedure exists under California law for appealing class certification before trial—a  
right that exists in federal court and many other states.167 Thus, a single judge elected with trial-bar money can determine a class on whose behalf 
Trial Lawyers, Inc. can sue; businesses, unable to appeal that determination to a higher court, are forced to settle.

Finally, California should change the way its courts award fees, which are unconscionably high, and which allow Trial Lawyers, Inc. both to 
invest in new litigation efforts and to purchase the political influence that makes those efforts pay off.168 In addition to reversing the California 
Supreme Court’s misguided adoption of the “catalyst fee” theory (see page 5), the state would be well advised to adopt an “early offer” settlement 
mechanism to speed case resolution and prevent unscrupulous attorneys from exploiting unsophisticated clients. In addition, the state should 
adopt a “loser pays” rule—consistent with most of the rest of the world—to discourage meritless claims.169

The prospects for such reforms in California are the best they have been in two decades. With Governor Schwarzenegger’s considerable politi-
cal muscle, the state may soon be able to say “hasta la vista” to some of Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s most egregious lawsuit abuses.

Arnold Schwarzenegger
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try in America. Structured as an annual report, Trial Lawyers, Inc. was 
our attempt to shed light on the size, scope, and inner workings of the 
litigation industry.
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litigation and exploding after the multistate tobacco litigation, trial 
lawyers’ fees were skyrocketing, with leading plaintiffs’ attorneys 
raking in as much as a billion dollars, at exorbitant rates as high as 
$30,000 per hour. Viewed in the aggregate as a single business, Trial 
Lawyers, Inc. was among the most profitable businesses in the world, 
and its lobbying influence was unparalleled. Given the trial bar’s 
unique access to the government’s monopoly on the use of force—
unlike normal businesses, Trial Lawyers, Inc. reaps its profits from 
unwilling customers—the litigation industry’s growth and sophisti-
cation seemed deeply troubling.

A year and a half later, we find our concerns validated by sub-
sequent events. The “tort tax,” or share of the American economy 
consumed by tort litigation, has continued to grow faster than the 
overall economy. Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s revenues have risen to a stagger-
ing $46 billion.1 Over the past three years for which data are available, 
the litigation industry’s revenues grew by 11.1 percent annually, as 
compared with 3.9 percent growth in gross domestic product, 2.2 

percent growth in inflation, and a 5.6 percent annual decline in the 
stock market.2

But American tort law is not uniform throughout the 50 states, 
so that any efforts to reform the civil justice system must come at the 
state as well as the national level. Since releasing the original Trial 
Lawyers, Inc., the Manhattan Institute has hosted events in a number 
of states. Some of these had strong tort-reform records, such as Colo-
rado; others, like Georgia and Oklahoma, were considering compre-
hensive reforms.

We came to discover that there was a strong appetite not only 
for the national profile we painted in Trial Lawyers, Inc. but also for 
more comprehensive analyses of the situation in specific states. Trial 
Lawyers, Inc.: California is our first look at how the litigation industry 
operates on the state level. California is a logical starting place for such 
an endeavor: with a gross state product of over $1.4 trillion, California 
would easily be a member of the G-7 industrialized nations as a stand-
alone economy, and the state has far more lawyers than any industrial-
ized nation other than the U.S. as a whole (see graph on page 3).3

In the late 1980s, a combination of legal rulings, legislative enact-
ments, and a sharp drop in auto accidents led to a decline in tort 
filings in California, but in each of the last four recorded years, non-
motor-vehicle tort filings have risen.4 Jury awards have been growing 
dramatically in the state: from 1996 to 2001, the average jury award in 
large California counties increased 144 percent, to a staggering $1.5 
million.5 Trial Lawyers, Inc. now has a firm and tightening grip on the 
state and its resources. The plaintiffs’ bar in California has tremen-
dous influence over the state legislature and has been able to manipu-
late Sacramento politics to facilitate its “bounty hunter” tactics. The 
state’s courts have abetted these efforts, allowing California attorneys 
to collect fees even in losing cases. Little wonder that surveyed execu-
tives have ranked California among the seven worst states for litiga-
tion in each of the last four years.6

Trial Lawyers, Inc. has carved out profitable niches for itself in 
California:

•Suits over alleged construction defects have kept housing starts  
 below the level needed to sustain the state’s growing popula- 
 tion—including the near-extinction of the California condo;

•Employment lawsuits make the state one of the riskiest places  
 for companies to hire new workers; and

•Securities class action lawsuits aggressively target the state’s core  
 high-technology businesses.

Each of these profit centers for Trial Lawyers, Inc. drives business-
es and jobs from the state. This report will examine these and other 
business lines in more detail.

Although the prospects for change in the entrenched California 
legislature seem slim, a number of positive developments give the 
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